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The problem of the relevan e and the usefulness of extra ted
asso iation rules is of primary importan e be ause, in the majority of
ases, real-life databases lead to several thousands asso iation rules with
high on den e and among whi h are many redundan ies. Using the
losure of the Galois onne tion, we de ne two new bases for asso iation
rules whi h union is a generating set for all valid asso iation rules with
support and on den e. These bases are hara terized using frequent
losed itemsets and their generators; they onsist of the non-redundant
exa t and approximate asso iation rules having minimal ante edents and
maximal onsequents, i.e. the most relevant asso iation rules. Algorithms
for extra ting these bases are presented and results of experiments arried
out on real-life databases show that the proposed bases are useful, and
that their generation is not time onsuming.

Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

The purpose of asso iation rule extra tion, introdu ed in [AIS93℄, is to dis over
signi ant relations between binary attributes extra ted from databases. An
example of asso iation rule extra ted from a database of supermarket sales is:
\ ereals ^ sugar ! milk (support 7%, on den e 50%) ". This rule states that
the ustomers who buy ereals and sugar also tend to buy milk. The support
de nes the range of the rule, i.e. the proportion of ustomers who bought the
three items among all ustomers, and the on den e de nes the pre ision of the
rule, i.e. the proportion of ustomers who bought milk among those who bought
ereals and sugar. An asso iation rule is onsidered relevant for de ision making
if it has support and on den e at least equal to some minimal support and
on den e thresholds, minsupport and min on den e, de ned by the user.
The problem of relevan e and usefulness of the result is related to the number of
extra ted asso iation rules { that is in general very large { and to the presen e of
a huge proportion of redundant rules, i.e. rules onveying the same information,
among them. Even though the visualization of a relatively signi ant number
of rules an be simpli ed by the use of visualization tools su h as the Rule
Visualizer system [KMR+ 94℄, suppressing redundant asso iation rules requires

other solutions. Moreover, as the redundant asso iation rules represent the majority of the extra ted rules for several kinds of data, their suppression redu es
onsiderably the number of rules to be managed during the visualization.

Example 1. In order to illustrate the problem of redundant asso iation rules,
nine asso iation rules extra ted from UCI KDD's ar hives's dataset Mushrooms1 des ribing the hara teristi s of 8 416 mushrooms are presented below.
These nine rules have identi al supports and on den es of 51% and 54% respe tively, and the item \free gills" in the ante edent:
1) free
2) free
3) free
4) free
5) free

gills ! eatable
gills ! eatable, partial veil
gills ! eatable, white veil
gills, white veil ! eatable
gills, partial veil ! eatable

6) free
7) free
8) free
9) free

gills ! eatable, partial veil, white veil
gills, partial veil ! eatable, white veil
gills, white veil ! eatable, partial veil
gills, partial veil, white veil ! eatable

Obviously, given rule 6, rules 1 to 5 and 7 to 9 are redundant, sin e they do not
onvey any additional information to the user. Rule 6 has minimal ante edent
and maximal onsequent and it is the most informative among these nine rules.
In order to improve the relevan e and the usefulness of extra ted rules, only rule
6 should be extra ted and presented to the user.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to redu e the number of
extra ted asso iation rules. Generalized asso iation rules [HF95,SA95℄ are dened using a taxonomy of the items; they are rules between sets of items that
belong to di erent levels of the taxonomy. The use of statisti measures other
than on den e su h as onvi tion, Pearson's orrelation or 2 test is studied in [BMS97,SBM98℄. In [He 96,PSM94,ST96℄, the use of deviation measures,
i.e. measures of distan e between asso iation rules, de ned a ording to their
supports and on den es, is proposed. In [BAG99,NLHP98,SVA97℄, the use of
item onstraints, that are boolean expressions de ned by the user, in order to
spe ify the form of the asso iation rules that will be presented to the user is
proposed. The approa h proposed in [BG99℄ is to present to the user rules with
maximal ante edents, alled A-maximal rules, that are rules for whi h the population of obje ts on erned is redu ed when an item is added to the ante edent.
In [PBTL99 ℄, we adapt the Duquenne-Guigues basis for global impli ations
[DG86,GW99℄ and the proper basis for partial impli ations [Lux91℄ to the assoiation rules framework. It is demonstrated that these bases are minimal with
respe t to the number of extra ted asso iation rules. However, none of these
methods allows to generate the non-redundant asso iation rules with minimal
ante edents and maximal onsequents whi h we believe are the most relevant
and useful from the point of view of the user.

1.1 Contribution
In the rest of the paper, two kinds of asso iation rules are distinguished:
1 ftp://ftp.i s.u i.edu/pub/ma hine-learning-databases/mushroom/

{ Exa t asso iation rules whose on den e is equal to 100%, i.e. whi h are
valid for all the obje ts of the ontext. These rules are written l ) l .
{ Approximate asso iation rules whose on den e is lower than 100%, i.e.
whi h are valid for a proportion of obje ts of the ontext equal to their
on den e. These rules are written l ! l .
0

0

The solution proposed in this paper onsists in generating bases, or redu ed overs, for asso iation rules. These bases ontain no redundant rule, being thus of
smaller size. Our goal is to limit the extra tion to the most informative asso iation rules from the point of view of the user.
Using the semanti for the extra tion of asso iation rules based on the losure
of the Galois onne tion [PBTL98℄, the generi basis for exa t asso iation rules
and the informative basis for approximate asso iation rules are de ned. They
are onstru ted using the frequent losed itemsets and their generators, and
they minimize the number of asso iation rules generated while maximizing the
quantity and the quality of the information onveyed. They allow for:
1. The generation of only the most informative non-redundant asso iation rules,
i.e. of the most useful and relevant rules: those having a minimal ante edent
(left-hand side) and a maximal onsequent (right-hand side). Thus redundant
rules whi h represent in ertain databases the majority of extra ted rules,
parti ularly in the ase of dense or orrelated data for whi h the total number
of valid rules is very large, will be pruned.
2. The presentation to the user of a set of rules overing all the attributes of
the database, i.e. ontaining rules where the union of the ante edents (resp.
onsequents) is equal to the unions of the ante edents (resp. onsequents) of
all the asso iation rules valid in the ontext. This is ne essary in order to
dis over rules that are \surprising" to the user, whi h onstitute important
information that it is ne essary to onsider [He 96,PSM94,ST96℄.
3. The extra tion of a set of rules without any loss of information, i.e. onveying all the information onveyed by the set of all valid asso iation rules.
It is possible to dedu e eÆ iently, without a ess to the dataset, all valid
asso iation rules with their supports and on den es from these bases.
The union of these two bases thus onstitutes a small non-redundant generating
set for all valid asso iation rules, their supports and their on den es.
In se tion 2, we re all the semanti for asso iation rules based on the Galois
onne tion. The new bases we propose and algorithms for generating them are
de ned in se tion 3. Results of experiments we ondu ted on real-life datasets
are presented in se tion 4 and se tion 5 on ludes the paper.
2

Semanti

for asso iation rules based on the Galois

onne tion

The asso iation rule extra tion is performed from a data mining ontext, that
is a triplet D = (O; I ; R), where O and I are nite sets of obje ts and items

respe tively, and R  O  I is a binary relation. Ea h ouple (o; i) 2 R denotes
the fa t that the obje t o 2 O is related to the item i 2 I .
Example 2. A data mining ontext D onstituted of six obje ts (ea h one identi ed by its OID) and ve items is represented in the table 1. This ontext is
used as support for the examples in the rest of the paper.

Table

OID
Items
1
A C D
2
B C E
3
A B C E
4
B E
5
A B C E
6
B C E
1. Data mining ontext D .

The losure operator of the Galois onne tion [GW99℄ is the omposition of
the appli ation , that asso iates with O  O the items ommon to all obje ts
o 2 O, and the appli ation , that asso iates with an itemset l  I the obje ts
related to all items i 2 l (the obje ts \ ontaining" l).
De nition 1 (Frequent itemsets). A set of items l  I is alled an itemset. The support of an itemset l is the per entage of obje ts in D ontaining l:
support(l) = j (l)j = jOj. l is a frequent itemset if support(l)  minsupport.

De nition 2 (Asso iation rules). An asso iation rule r is an impli ation
between two frequent itemsets l1 ; l2  I of the form l1 ! (l2 n l1 ) where l1  l2 .
The support and the on den e of r are de ned as: support(r) = support(l2 )
and onf iden e(r) = support(l2 ) = support(l1 ).

The losure operator =  Æ asso iates with an itemset l the maximal set
of items ommon to all the obje ts ontaining l, i.e. the interse tion of these
obje ts. Using this losure operator, we de ne the frequent losed itemsets that
onstitute a minimal non-redundant generating set for all frequent itemsets and
their supports, and thus for all asso iation rules, their supports and their on den es. This property omes from the fa ts that the support of a frequent itemset
is equal to the support of its losure and that the maximal frequent itemsets are
maximal frequent losed itemsets [PBTL98℄.

De nition 3 (Frequent losed itemsets). A frequent itemset l  I is a
frequent losed itemset i (l) = l. The smallest (minimal) losed itemset ontaining an itemset l is (l), i.e. the losure of l.

In order to extra t the frequent losed itemsets, the Close [PBTL98,PBTL99a℄
and the A-Close [PBTL99b℄ algorithms perform a breadth- rst sear h for the
generators of the frequent losed itemsets in a levelwise manner.

De nition 4 (Generators). An itemset g  I is a (minimal) generator of a
losed itemset l i (g) = l and g  I with g  g su h that (g ) = l. A
generator of ardinality k is alled a k-generator.
0

0

0

2.1 Extra ting frequent losed itemsets and their generators with
the Close algorithm
The Close algorithm is an iterative algorithm for the extra tion of all frequent
losed itemsets. It ourses generators of the frequent losed itemsets in a levelwise
manner. During the k th iteration of the algorithm, a set FCCk of andidates
is onsidered. Ea h element of this set onsists of three elds: a andidate k generator, its losure (whi h is a andidate losed itemset), and their support
(the supports of the generator and its losure being identi al). At the end of the
k th iteration, the algorithm stores a set FCk ontaining the frequent k -generators,
their losures whi h are frequent losed itemsets, and their supports.
The algorithm starts by initializing the set F CC1 of the andidate 1-generators
with the list of the 1-itemsets of the ontext and then arries out some iterations.
During ea h iteration k :
1. The losures of all k -generators and their supports are omputed. This omputation is based on the property that the losure of an itemset is equal to
the interse tion of all the obje ts in the ontext ontaining it. The number
of these obje ts provides the support of the generator. Only one s an of the
ontext is thus ne essary to determine the losures and the supports of all
the k -generators.
2. All frequent k -generators, whi h support is greater or equal to minsupport,
their losures and their supports are inserted in the set F Ck of frequent
losed itemsets identi ed during the iteration k .
3. The set of andidate (k +1)-generators (used during the following iteration)
is onstru ted, by joining the frequent k -generators in the set F Ck as follows.
(a) The andidate (k +1)-generators are reated by joining the k -generators
in F Ck that have the same k 1 rst items. For instan e, the 3-generators
fABCg and fABDg will be joined in order to reate the andidate 4generator fABCDg.
(b) The andidate (k +1)-generators that are known to be either infrequent
or non-minimal, be ause one of their subset is either infrequent or nonminimal, are then removed. These generators are identi ed by the absen e of at least one their subsets of size k among the frequent k generators of F Ck .
( ) A third phase removes among the remaining generators those whi h losures were already omputed. Su h a (k +1)-generator g is easily identi ed sin e it is in luded in the losure of a frequent k -generator g in
F Ck : g  g  (g ) (i.e. it is not a minimal generator).
The algorithm stops when no new andidate generator an be reated. The AClose algorithm, developed in order to improve the e e tiveness of the extra tion
in the ase of slightly orrelated data, does not ompute the losures of the
andidate generators during the iterations, but during an ultimate s an arried
out after the end of these iterations.
Example 3. Figure 1 shows the exe ution of the Close algorithm on the ontext D
for a minimal support threshold of 2/6. The algorithm arries out two iterations,
and thus two dataset s ans.
0

0

0

F CC1

Generator Closed Support
itemset
fAg
fACg 3/6
fBg
fBEg 5/6
fCg
fCg
5/6
fDg fACDg 1/6
fEg
fBEg 5/6

S an

D
!

S an

Generator

D
!

fABg
fAEg
fBCg
fCEg

Fig. 1.

F C1

Generator Closed Support
itemset
fAg
fACg 3/6
fBg
fBEg 5/6
fCg
fCg
5/6
fEg
fBEg 5/6

Suppressing
infrequent
itemsets

!

F CC2

Closed Support
itemset
fABCEg 2/6
fABCEg 2/6
fBCEg 4/6
fBCEg 4/6

Generator

Suppressing
infrequent
itemsets

fABg
fAEg
fBCg
fCEg

!

F C2

Closed Support
itemset
fABCEg 2/6
fABCEg 2/6
fBCEg 4/6
fBCEg 4/6

Extra ting frequent losed itemsets from D with Close for minsupport = 2/6.

Experimental results showed that these algorithms are parti ularly eÆ ient for
mining asso iation rules from dense or orrelated data that represent an important part of real life databases.
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Minimal non-redundant asso iation rules

As pointed out in example 1, it is desirable that only the non-redundant asso iation rules with minimal ante edent and maximal onsequent, i.e. the most useful
and relevant rules, are extra ted and presented to the user. Su h rules are alled
minimal non-redundant asso iation rules.
Support and on den e indi ate the range and the pre ision of the rule, and thus,
must be taken into a ount for hara terizing the redundant asso iation rules. In
previous works on erning the redu tion of redundant impli ation rules (fun tional dependan ies), su h as the de nition of the anoni al over [BB79,Mai80℄,
the notion of non-redundan y onsidered is related to the inferen e system using
Armstrong axioms [Arm74℄. This notion is not to be onfused with the notion of
non-redundan y we onsider here. To our knowledge, su h an inferen e system
for asso iation rules, that takes into a ount supports and on den es of the
rules, does not exist. The prin iple of minimal non-redundant asso iation rules
as de ned hereafter is to identify the most informative asso iation rules onsidering the fa t that in pra ti e, the user annot infer all other valid rules from
the rules extra ted while visualizing them.
An asso iation rule is redundant if it onveys the same information { or less
general information { than the information onveyed by another rule of the same
usefulness and the same relevan e. An asso iation rule r 2 E is non-redundant
and minimal if there is no other asso iation rule r 2 E having the same support
and the same on den e, of whi h the ante edent is a subset of the ante edent
of r and the onsequent is a superset of the onsequent of r.
0

De nition 5 (Minimal non-redundant asso iation rules). An asso iation
rule r : l1 ! l2 is a minimal non-redundant asso iation rule i there does not
exist an asso iation rule r : l1 ! l2 with support(r) = support(r ), on den e(r)
= on den e(r ), l1  l1 and l2  l2 .
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Based on this de nition, we hara terize the generi basis for exa t asso iation
rules and the informative basis for approximate asso iation rules, onstituted of
the minimal non-redundant exa t and approximate asso iation rules respe tively.

3.1 Generi basis for exa t asso iation rules
The exa t asso iation rules, of the form r : l1 ) (l2 n l1 ), are rules between
two frequent itemsets l1 and l2 whose losures are identi al: (l1 ) = (l2 ). Indeed, from (l1 ) = (l2 ) we dedu e that l1  l2 and support(l1 ) = support(l2 ),
and thus onf iden e(r) = 1. Sin e the maximum itemset among these itemsets
(whi h have same supports) is the itemset (l2 ), all supersets of l1 that are subsets of (l2 ) have the same support, and the rules between two of these itemsets
are exa t rules.
Let G (l2 ) be the set of generators of the frequent losed itemset (l2 ). By
de nition, the minimal itemsets that are supersets of l1 and are subsets of (l2 )
are the generators g 2 G (l2 ) . We thus on lude that rules of the form g ) ( (l2 )n
g ) between generators g 2 G (l2 ) and the frequent losed itemset (l2 ) are the
rules of minimal ante edents and maximal onsequents among the rules between
the supersets of l1 and the subsets of (l2 ). The generalization of this property
to the set of frequent losed itemsets de nes the generi basis onsisting of all
non-redundant exa t asso iation rules with minimal ante edents and maximal
onsequents, as hara terized in de nition 5.

De nition 6 (Generi basis for exa t asso iation rules). Let F C be the
set of frequent losed itemsets extra ted from the ontext and, for ea h frequent
losed itemset f , let denote Gf the set of generators of f . The generi basis for
exa t asso iation rules is:
GB = fr : g

) (f n g) j f 2 F C ^ g 2 Gf ^ g =
6 f g:
ensures that rules of the form g ) ? that

The ondition g 6= f
are noninformative are dis arded. The following proposition states that the generi basis
does not lead to any loss of information.

Proposition 1. (i) All valid exa t asso iation rules, their supports and their
on den es (that are equals to 100%) an be dedu ed from the rules of the generi
basis and theirs supports. (ii) The generi basis for exa t asso iation rules ontains only minimal non redundant-rules.
Proof. Let r : l1 ) (l2 n l1 ) be a valid exa t asso iation rule between two frequent itemsets with l1  l2 . Sin e onf iden e(r) = 100% we have support(l1 ) =
support(l2 ). Given the property that the support of an itemset is equal to the support of its losure, we dedu e that support( (l1 )) = support( (l2 )) =) (l1 ) =

(l2 ) = f . The itemset f is a frequent losed itemset f 2 F C and, obviously,
there exists a rule r : g ) (f n g ) 2 GB su h that g is a generator of f for
whi h g  l1 and g  l2 . We show that the rule r and its support an be
dedu ed from the rule r and its support. Sin e g  l1  l2  f , the rule
r an be derived from the rule r . From (l1 ) = (l2 ) = f , we dedu e that
support(r) = support(l2 ) = support( (l2 )) = support(f ) = support(r ). 
0

0

0

0

Algorithm for onstru ting the generi basis
The pseudo- ode of the Gen-GB algorithm for onstru ting the generi basis for
exa t asso iation rules using the frequent losed itemsets and their generators is
presented in algorithm 1. Ea h element of a set F Ck onsists of three elements:
generator, losure and support.

Algorithm 1 Constru ting the generi basis with Gen-GB.
Input
Output

: sets F Ck of k-groups of frequent k-generators;
: set GB of exa t asso iation rules of the generi basis;

1) GB fg
2) forall set F Ck 2 F C do begin
3)
forall k -generator g 2 F Ck su h that g 6= (g ) do begin
4)
GB
GB [ f(r : g ) ( (g ) n g ); (g ):support)g;
5)
end
6) end
7) return GB ;

The algorithm starts by initializing the set GB with the empty set (step 1).
Ea h set F Ck of frequent k -groups is then examined su essively (steps 2 to 6).
For ea h k -generator g 2 F Ck of the frequent losed itemset (g ) for whi h g is
di erent from its losure (g ) (steps 3 to 5), the rule r : g ) ( (g ) n g ), whose
support is equal to the support of g and (g ), is inserted into GB (step 4). The
algorithm returns nally the set GB ontaining all minimal non-redundant exa t
asso iation rules between generators and their losures (step 7).

Example 4. The generi basis for exa t asso iation rules extra ted from the ontext D for a minimal support threshold of 2/6 is presented in Table 2. It ontains
seven rules whereas fourteen exa t asso iation rules are valid on the whole.

3.2 Informative basis for approximate asso iation rules
Ea h approximate asso iation rule l1 ! (l2 n l1 ), is a rule between two frequent
itemsets l1 and l2 su h that the losure of l1 is a subset of the losure of l2 :
(l1 )  (l2 ). The non-redundant approximate asso iation rules with minimal
ante edent l1 and maximal onsequent (l2 n l1 ) are dedu ed from this hara terisation.
Let f1 be the frequent losed itemset whi h is the losure of l1 , and g1 a generator
of f1 su h as g1  l1  f1 . Let f2 be the frequent losed itemset whi h is the
losure of l2 and g2 a generator of f2 su h as g2  l2  f2 . The rule g1 ) (f2 n g1 )

Generator Closure
Exa t rule Support
fAg
fACg
A)C
3/6
fBg
fBEg
B)E
5/6
fCg
fCg
fEg
fBEg
E)B
5/6
fABg fABCEg AB ) CE
2/6
fAEg fABCEg AE ) BC
2/6
fBCg fBCEg BC ) E
4/6
fCEg
fBCEg CE ) B
4/6
Table 2. Generi
basis for exa t asso iation rules extra ted from
port = 2/6.

D

for minsup-

between the generator g1 and the frequent losed itemset f2 is the minimal nonredundant rule among the rules between an itemset of the interval2 [g1 ; f1 ℄ and
an itemset of the interval [g2 ; f2 ℄. Indeed, the generator g1 is the minimal itemset
whose losure is f1 , whi h means that the ante edent g1 is minimal and that the
onsequent (f2 n g1 ) is maximal sin e f2 is the maximal itemset of the interval
[g2 ; f2 ℄. The generalization of this property to the set of all rules between two
itemsets l1 and l2 de nes the informative basis whi h thus onsists of all the nonredundant approximate asso iation rules of minimal ante edents and maximal
onsequents hara terized in de nition 5.

De nition 7 (Informative basis for approximate asso iation rules). Let

F C be the set of frequent losed itemsets and let denote G the set of their gen-

erators extra ted from the ontext. The informative basis for approximate assoiation rules is:
IB = fr : g

! (f n g) j f 2 F C ^ g 2 G ^

(g )  f g:

Proposition 2. (i) All valid approximate asso iation rules, their supports and
on den es, an be dedu ed from the rules of the informative basis, their supports
and theirs on den es. (ii) All rules in the informative basis re minimal nonredundant approximate asso iation rules.
Proof. Let r : l1 ! (l2 n l1 ) be a valid approximate asso iation rule between
two frequent itemsets with l1  l2 . Sin e onf iden e(r) < 1 we also have
(l1 )  (l2 ). For any frequent itemsets l1 and l2 , there is a generator g1 su h that
g1  l1  (l1 ) = (g1 ) and a generator g2 su h that g2  l2  (l2 ) = (g2 ).
Sin e l1  l2 , we have l1  (g1 )  l2  (g2 ) and the rule r : g1 ! ( (g2 ) n g1 )
belongs to the informative basis IB . We show that the rule r, its support and
its on den e an be dedu ed from the rule r , its support and its on den e.
Sin e g1  l1  (g1 )  g2  l2  (g2 ), the ante edent and the onsequent of r an be rebuilt starting from the rule r . Moreover, we have (l2 ) =
(g2 ) and thus support(r) = support(l2 ) = support( (g2 )) = support(r ). Sin e
g1  l1  (g1 ), we have support(g1 ) = support(l1 ) and we thus dedu e that:
onf iden e(r) = support(l2 ) = support(l1 ) = support( (g2 )) = support(g1 ) =
onf iden e(r ): 
2 The interval [l1 ; l2 ℄ ontains all the supersets of l1 that are subsets of l2 .
0

0

0

0

0

From the de nition of the informative basis we dedu e the de nition of the transitive redu tion of the informative basis that is itself a basis for all approximate
asso iation rules. We note l1 l l2 if the itemset l1 is an immediate prede essor
of the itemset l2 , i.e. l3 su h that l1  l3  l2 . The transitive rules of the
informative basis are of the form r : g ! (f n g ) for a frequent losed itemset
f and a frequent generator g su h that (g )  f and (g ) is not an immediate
prede essor of f inF C : (g ) 6lf . The transitive redu tion of the informative basis
thus ontains the rules with the form r : g ! (f n g ) for a frequent losed itemset
f and a frequent generator g su h as (g ) l f .

De nition 8 (Transitive redu tion of the informative basis). Let F C be
the set of frequent losed itemsets and let denote G the set of their generators
extra ted from the ontext. The transitive redu tion of the informative basis for
approximate asso iation rules is:
RI = fr : g

! (f n g) j f 2 F C ^ g 2 G ^

(g ) l f g:

Obviously, it is possible to dedu e all the asso iation rules of the informative
basis with their supports and their on den es, and thus all the valid approximate rules, from the rules of this transitive redu tion, their supports and their
on den es. This redu tion makes it possible to de rease the number of approximate rules extra ted by preserving the rules whi h on den es are the highest
(sin e the transitive rules have on den es lower than the non-transitive rules
by onstru tion) without losing any information.

Constru ting the transitive redu tion of the informative basis
The pseudo ode of the Gen-RI algorithm for onstru ting the transitive redu tion of the informative basis for the approximate asso iation rules using the set
of frequent losed itemsets and their generators is presented in algorithm 2. Ea h
element of a set F Ck onsists of three elds: generator, losure and support. The
algorithm onstru ts for ea h generator g onsidered a set Su g ontaining the
frequent losed itemsets that are immediate su essors of the losure of g .
The algorithm starts by initializing the set RI with the empty set (step 1). Ea h
set F Ck of frequent k -groups is then examined su essively in the in reasing
order of the values of k (steps 2 to 14). For ea h k -generator g 2 F Ck of the
frequent losed itemset (g ) (steps 3 to 18), the set Su g of the su essors of
the losure of (g ) is initialized with the empty set (step 4) and the sets Sj of
frequent losed j -itemsets that are supersets of (g ) for j (g )j < j  3 are
onstru ted (steps 5 to 7). The sets Sj are then onsidered in the as ending
order of the values of j (steps 8 to 17). For ea h itemset f 2 Sj that is not
a superset of an immediate su essor of (g ) in Su g (step 10), f is inserted
in Su g (step 11) and the on den e of the rule r : g ! (f n g ) is omputed
(step 12). If the on den e of r is greater or equal to the minimal on den e
threshold min on den e, the rule r is inserted in RI (steps 13 to 15). When all
the generators of size lower than  have been onsidered, the algorithm returns
the set RI (step 20).
3 We denote  the size of the longest maximal frequent losed itemsets.

Algorithm 2 Generating the transitive redu tion of the informative basis with
Gen-RI.

Input
Output

: sets F Ck of k-groups of frequent k-generators; min on den e threshold;
: Transitive redu tion of the informative basis RI ;

1) RI fg
2) for (k 1; k  -1; k++) do begin
3)
forall k -generator g 2 F Ck do begin
4)
Su g
fg;
5)
for (j = j (g )j; j  ; j ++) do begin
6)
Sj
ff 2 F C j f  (g) ^ jf j = j g;
7)
end
8)
for (j = j (g )j; j  ; j ++) do begin
9)
forall frequent losed itemset f 2 Sj do begin
10)
if (s 2 Su g j s  f ) then do begin
11)
Su g
Su g [ f ;
12)
r: on den e
f:support=g:support;
13)
if (r: on den e  min on den e)
14)
then RI
RI [ fr : g ! (f n g ); r: on den e; f:supportg;
15)
endif
16)
end
17)
end
18)
end
19) end
20) return RI ;

Example 5. The transitive redu tion of the informative basis for approximate
asso iation rules extra ted from the ontext D for a minimal support threshold
of 2/6 and a minimal on den e threshold of 3/6 is presented in Table 3. It
ontains seven rules, versus ten rules in the informative basis, whereas thirty six
approximate asso iation rules are valid on the whole.

4

Experimental results

We used the four following datasets during these experiments:

{ T20I6D100K4, made up of syntheti data built a ording to the properties

of sales data, whi h ontains 100,000 obje ts with an average size of 20 items
and an average size of the potential maximal frequent itemsets of six items.
{ Mushrooms, that onsists of 8,416 obje ts of an average size of 23 attributes
(23 items by obje ts and 127 items on the whole) des ribing hara teristi s
of mushrooms.
{ C20D10K and C73D10K5 whi h are samples of the le Publi Use Mi rodata
Samples ontaining data of the ensus of Kansas arried out in 1990. They
onsist of 10,000 obje ts orresponding to the rst 10,000 listed people, ea h
4 http://www.almaden.ibm. om/ s/quest/syndata.html
5 ftp://ftp2. .ukans.edu/pub/ippbr/ ensus/pums/pums90ks.zip

Generator Closure
Closed superset Approximate rule Support Con den e
fAg
fACg
fABCEg
A ! BCE
2/6
2/3
fBg
fBEg
fBCEg
B ! CE
4/6
4/5
fBg
fBEg
fABCEg
fCg
fCg
fACg
C!A
3/6
3/5
fCg
fCg
fBCEg
C ! BE
4/6
4/5
fCg
fCg
fABCEg
fEg
fBEg
fBCEg
E ! BC
4/6
4/5
fEg
fBEg
fABCEg
fABg fABCEg
fAEg fABCEg
fBCg fBCEg
fABCEg
BC ! AE
2/6
2/4
fCEg
fBCEg
fABCEg
CE ! AB
2/6
2/4
Table 3. Transitive redu tion of the informative basis for approximate asso iation
rules extra ted from D for minsupport = 2/6 and min on den e = 3/6.

obje t ontaining 20 attributes (20 items by obje ts and 386 items on the
whole) for C20D10K and 73 attributes (73 items by obje ts and 2,178 items
on the whole) for C73D10K.
Exe ution times (not presented here) of the generation of the bases, as for the
generation of all valid asso iation rules, are negligible ompared to exe ution
times of the frequent ( losed) itemsets extra tion.
Number of exa t asso iation rules extra ted. The total number of valid
exa t asso iation rules and the number of rules in the generi basis are presented in Table 4. No exa t asso iation rule is extra ted from T10I4D100K as
for this support threshold all the frequent itemsets are frequent losed itemsets:
they all have di erent supports and are thus themselves their unique generator. Consequently, there exists no rule of the form l1 ) (l2 n l1 ) between two
frequent itemsets whose losures are identi al: (l1 ) = (l2 ) that are the valid
exa t asso iation rules.
Dataset
Minsupport Exa t rules Generi basis
T10I4D100K
0.5%
0
0
30%
7,476
543
C20D10K
50%
2,277
457
C73D10K
90%
52,035
1,369
Table 4. Number of exa t asso iation rules extra ted.

Mushrooms

For the three other datasets, made up of dense and orrelated data, the total
number of valid exa t rules varies from more than 2,000 to more than 52,000,
whi h is onsiderable and makes it diÆ ult to dis over interesting relationships.
The generi basis represents a signi ant redu tion of the number of extra ted
rules (by a fa tor varying from 12 to 50) and sin e it does not represent any loss
of information, it brings a knowledge that is omplete, relevant and easily usable
from the point of view of the user.
Number of approximate asso iation rules extra ted. The total number
of valid approximate asso iation rules and the number of rules in the transitive

redu tion of the informative basis are presented in Table 5. The total number of
valid approximate asso iation rules is for the four datasets very signi ant sin e
it varies of almost 20,000 rules for T20I6D100K to more than 2,000,000 rules
for C73D10K. It is thus essential to redu e the set of extra ted rules in order to
make it usable by the user. For T20I6D100K, this basis represents a division by
a fa tor of 5 approximately of the number of extra ted approximate rules. For
Mushrooms, C20D10K, and C73D10K, the total number of valid approximate
asso iation rules is mu h more important than for the syntheti data sin e these
data are dense and orrelated and thus the number of frequent itemsets is mu h
higher. As a onsequen e, it is the same for the number of valid approximate
rules. The proportion of frequent losed itemsets among the frequent itemsets
being weak, the redu tion of the informative basis for approximate rules makes it
possible to redu e onsiderably (by a fa tor varying from 40 to 500) the number
of extra ted rules.
Dataset Min on den e Approximate Informative
(Minsupport)
Rules
basis redu tion
T10I4D100K
70%
20,419
4,004
(0.5%)
30%
22,952
4,519
70%
37,671
1,221
(30%)
30%
71,412
1,578
C20D10K
70%
89,601
1,957
(50%)
30%
116,791
1,957
C73D10K
90%
2,053,896
5,718
(90%)
80%
2,053,936
5,718
Table 5. Number of approximate asso iation rules extra ted.

Mushrooms

Comparing rules in the generi basis and the redu tion of the informative basis
to all valid rules, we he ked that these bases do not ontain any redundant
rules. Considering the example presented in the se tion 1 on erning the nine
approximate rules extra ted the dataset Mushrooms, only the 6th rule is generated among these nine rules in the bases. Indeed, the itemsets ffree gillsg and
ffree gills, eatable, partial veil, white veilg are two frequent losed itemsets of
whi h the rst is an immediate prede essor of the se ond and they are the only
frequent losed itemsets of the interval [?, ffree gills, eatable, partial veil, white
veilg℄. Moreover, the frequent losed itemset ffree gillsg being itself its unique
generator, the rule 6 belongs to the transitive redu tion of the informative basis:
it is the minimal non-redundant rule among these nine rules.
5

Con lusion

Using the frequent losed itemsets and their generators extra ted by the algorithms Close or A-Close, we de ne the generi basis for exa t asso iation rules
and the transitive redu tion of the informative basis for approximate asso iation
rules. The union of these bases provides a non-redundant generating set for all
the valid asso iation rules, their supports and their on den es. It ontains the

minimal non-redundant asso iation rules (of minimal ante edent and maximal
onsequent) and does not represent any loss of information: from the point of
view of the user, these rules are the most useful and the most relevant asso iation rules. All the information onveyed by the set of valid asso iation rules is
also onveyed by the union of these two bases. Two algorithms for generating
the generi basis and the transitive redu tion of the informative basis using the
frequent losed itemsets and their generators, are also presented. These bases
are also of strong interest for:

{ The visualization of the extra ted rules sin e the redu ed number of rules in

these bases, as well as the distin tion of the exa t and the approximate rules,
fa ilitate the presentation of the rules to the user. Moreover, the absen e
of redundant rules in the bases and the generation of the minimal nonredundant rules are of signi ant interest from the point of view of the user
[KMR+ 94℄.
{ The identi ation of the minimal non-redundant asso iation rules among the
set of valid asso iation rules extra ted, using De nition 5. It is thus possible
to extend an existing implementation for extra ting asso iation rules or to
integrate this method in the visualization system in order to present the
minimal non-redundant asso iation rules to the user.
{ The data analysis and the formal on ept analysis sin e they do not represent
any loss of information ompared to the set of valid impli ation rules and are
onstituted of the most useful and relevant rules. De nition 5 of the minimal
non-redundant rules being also valid within the framework of global and
partial impli ation rules between binary sets of attributes, de nitions 6 of
the generi basis and 7 of the informative basis are also valid for the global
and partial impli ation rules respe tively.
Moreover, we think that this approa h is omplementary with approa hes for sele ting asso iation rules to be vizualised, su h as templates and item onstraints,
that help the user managing the result.
As pointed out in se tion 3, up to now, there does not exist any inferen e system
with ompleteness and soundness properties, for inferring asso iation rules that
takes into a ount supports and on den es of the rules. We think that the
de nition of su h an inferen e system, equivalent to the Armstrong axioms for
impli ations, onstitutes an interesting perspe tive of future work.
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